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! In!my!chapter!on!poverty,!I!argued!that!poverty,!which!I!define!as!lacking!the!basic!needs!of!life!or!meeting!them!only!through!constant!and!precarious!struggle,!affects!virtue!in!two!primary!ways.!Poverty!can!affect!the!pursuit!of!virtue!through!scarcity,!which!impacts!the!brain!and!limits!access!to!some!(not!all)!virtuous!practices.!It!can!also!harm!the!selfNregard!of!the!poor!person!as!societal!disregard!for!the!poor!can!become!internalized.!Now!I!will!show!how!inequality!exacerbates!both!of!these!mechanisms.!!! In!poverty’s!influence!on!virtue,!one!major!feature!is!diminished!personal!selfNregard,!when!internalizing!society’s!disregard!for!the!poor!influences!virtues!including!humility,!solidarity!and!justice.!It!is!clear!how!inequality!makes!this!worse.!The!greater!the!gap!between!those!who!have!more!than!they!need!and!who!are!treated!as!fully!human,!and!those!who!struggle!for!survival,!the!greater!the!threat!to!the!selfNregard!of!the!poor.!!! In!the!introductory!chapter!I!described!multiple!studies!that!connect!inequality!to!poor!health!outcomes!for!people!at!all!income!levels,!and!to!shrinking!life!expectancies!for!poor!women.9!One!researcher!linked!inequality!to!poor!health!outcomes!via!“dignityNdenying!events.”10!If!one’s!status!in!an!unequal!society!can!have!measurable!impacts!on!physical!health!and!even!life!expectancy,!it!should!come!as!no!surprise!that!it!can!impact!intangibles!such!as!selfNregard,!which!in!turn!play!a!role!in!the!pursuit!of!virtue.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9!Potts,!“What’s!Killing!Poor!White!Women?”!Mann,!“Medicine!and!Public!Health,!Ethics!and!Human!Rights.”!10!Mann,!“Medicine!and!Public!Health,!Ethics!and!Human!Rights.”!
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With!today’s!pervasive!global!and!local!communication!networks,!it’s!impossible!for!poor!people!in!unequal!societies!to!avoid!comparing!themselves!with!the!rich,!steeping!in!the!different!values!placed!on!their!lives!and!futures!by!their!society.!Describing!her!impoverished!upbringing!on!a!reservation,!Native!American!activist!Mary!Crow!Dog!(Mary!Brave!Bird)!wrote:!!We!kids!did!not!suffer!from!being!poor,!because!we!were!not!aware!of!it![…]!We!were!not!angry!because!we!did!not!know!that!somewhere!there!was!a!better,!more!comfortable!life.!To!be!angry,!poverty!has!to!rub!shoulders!with!wealth![…]!TV!has!destroyed!the!innocence,!broken!through!the!wall!that!separates!the!rich!whites!from!the!poor!nonwhites.11!!!TV!and!other!forms!of!mass!media!routinely!communicate!the!message!that!the!lives!of!the!rich!matter!more,!and!it!should!come!as!no!surprise!that!constant!exposure!to!this!message!can!induce,!as!Crow!Dog!says,!negative!emotions!such!as!anger.!Competitive!consumption,!which!drives!spending!that!does!not!contribute!to!wellNbeing!and!has!been!described!as!a!cost!rich!people!impose!on!society,!is!one!facet!of!this.12!But!we!need!only!ask!ourselves!who!is!depicted!in!mass!media!as!being!interesting,!beautiful,!and!smart,!and!which!groups!of!people!are!not!represented!at!all!unless!accused!of!a!crime,!to!realize!that!cultural!messaging!devaluing!the!poor!and!hyperNvaluing!the!rich!causes!damage!that!goes!beyond!that!caused!by!conspicuous!consumption.!!! Another!major!way!poverty!impacts!virtue!is!through!scarcity.!Under!contemporary!conditions,!rising!inequality!increases!scarcity!for!the!poor!by!directing!more!resources!to!the!rich,!leaving!less!to!go!around!for!the!poor.!13!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11!!Mary!Crow!Dog,!Lakota&Woman,!1st!ed..!(New!York:!G.!Weidenfeld,!1990),!26.!12!Pickett!and!Wilkinson,!The&Spirit&Level,!222–3.!13!Piketty,!Capital&in&the&Twenty4First&Century,!297.!
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Compounding!this!problem,!in!unequal!economies,!the!market!may!shift!in!ways!that!increase!the!pressures!of!scarcity!on!the!poor,!for!example,!cheaper!goods!may!be!less!available!for!purchase.14!Scarcity!of!money!and!time!burdens!cognitive!processing,!impeding!the!development!of!prudence!and!a!host!of!other!virtues.15!Scarcity!can!also!inhibit!the!practice!of!virtues!such!as!fidelity,!justice!and!selfNcare!in!which!common!practices!involve!having!resources!at!our!disposal.!The!pressures!of!scarcity!increase!the!likelihood!that!virtues!will!conflict!and!that!the!person!will!find!herself!in!a!situation!where!she!cannot!pursue,!say,!justice!and!fidelity!at!the!same!time.!!Inequality!compounds!the!impact!of!scarcity!and!lowered!selfNregard!on!the!pursuit!of!virtue!by!the!poor.!Rising!inequality!shapes!the!range!of!practices!available!to!persons—constraining!those!of!the!poor,!increasing!those!of!the!rich.!Inequality!shapes!selfNregard!by!amplifying!the!message!that!the!rich!and!the!poor!are!two!completely!different!types!of!people!with!different!worth,!gifts!and!prospects.!And!inequality!increases!segregation!in!communities.!This!framing!helps!demonstrate!how!life!circumstances!can!function!as!moral!luck!by!affecting!practices,!selfNregard!and!communities.!
Contributions&of&This&Work&&!! This!dissertation!accomplishes!two!goals.!It!uses!resources!from!the!Christian!tradition!to!make!the!case!that!wealth,!poverty,!and!inequality!affect!virtue;!and!it!provides!a!language!for!this!process,!moral!luck,!and!an!example!of!its!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14!Anthony!B.!Atkinson,!Inequality:&What&Can&Be&Done?!(Cambridge!Massachusetts:!Harvard!University!Press,!2015),!126–127.!15!See!chapter!5.!!
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use.!!As!such,!it!contributes!to!literature!in!Christian!economic!ethics!and!to!work!in!ethical!method,!particularly!virtue!ethics.!!As!I!showed!in!chapter!1,!previous!theological!work!on!inequality!often!focuses!on!the!consequences!of!inequality!in!the!political!realm.!For!example,!Douglas!Hicks!argues!that!Christians!should!be!concerned!about!inequality!when!it!translates!into!inequality!of!basic!functioning.16!My!work!highlights!another!reason!to!be!concerned!about!inequality:!the!way!it!functions!as!moral!luck!to!impact!virtue.!Similarly,!much!Christian!theological!work!on!wealth!and!poverty!functions!on!the!practical!impact!of!poverty!on!poor!people!and!addresses!the!wealthy!people!only!insofar!as!they!are!expected!to!help!the!poor.!While!I!have!shown!that!there!is!ample!warrant!in!classical!Christian!texts!for!attending!to!the!virtue!impact!of!wealth!and!poverty,!contemporary!theological!ethical!works!that!explore!it!this!way!are!few.!I!can!think!only!of!Julie!Hanlon!Rubio’s!Family&Ethics!and!David!Cloutier’s!
The&Vice&of&Luxury.17!My!work!on!the!virtue!impact!of!wealth,!poverty!and!inequality!adds!to!this!growing!field.!!My!primary!goal!in!writing!about!the!impact!of!wealth,!poverty!and!inequality!on!virtue!is!to!reflect!something!real.!Hearing!the!voices!of!poor!writers!and!how!they!say!their!poverty!affects!their!virtue,!we!gain!a!more!complete!understanding!of!the!virtuous!life.!For!wealthy!people,!I!hope!this!work!will!encourage!them!to!reflect!on!how!their!privilege!affects!their!virtue!in!ways!they!may!not!have!considered.!I!locate!my!work!within!two!of!the!strands!of!Catholic!feminism!delineated!by!Lisa!Sowle!Cahill!in!her!2014!address!to!the!Society!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!16!Hicks,!Inequality&and&Christian&Ethics.!17!Rubio,!Family&Ethics;!Cloutier,!The&Vice&of&Luxury.!
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Christian!Ethics.18!In!its!exhortation!to!consider!the!personal!spiritual!life!and!practices,!my!work!is!neoNFranciscan;!in!its!conviction!that!we!can!learn!from!the!social!sciences!and!work!within!public!life!to!build!a!better!world!(as!well!as!its!explicit!use!of!Aquinas)!it!is!neoNThomist.!!In!addition!to!drawing!from!the!long!Christian!tradition!on!wealth,!this!work!“talks!back”!to!it.!A!virtue!approach!to!wealth,!poverty!and!inequality!should!help!rout!the!excessively!spiritualized!view!of!wealth!that!has!long!lurked!in!the!Christian!tradition.!If!I!am!right!about!wealth’s!impact!on!virtue,!Christians!can!no!longer!claim!that!the!proper!attitude!to!wealth!can!make!it!morally!neutral,!or!in!Augustine’s!phrasing,!that!it’s!possible!to!“have!wealth!as!not!having!it.”!Wealthy!people!need!to!face!and!acknowledge!the!ways!that!our!wealth!affects!our!virtue!and!recommit!to!practices!that!fight!against!this.!!
Suggestions&for&Future&Work&on&Moral&Luck&&! I!hope!this!dissertation!can!serve!as!a!model!for!future!theological!work!attending!to!life!circumstances!as!moral!luck.!As!demonstrated!in!the!present!work,!there!are!at!least!three!ways!life!circumstances!can!function!as!moral!luck,!affecting!the!pursuit!of!virtue.!One,!life!circumstances!affect!practices.!Few!if!any!virtues!are!acquired!through!only!one!possible!type!of!practice,19!but!a!life!circumstance!that!makes!particular!practices!impossible!or!terribly!difficult!will!naturally!impede!the!pursuit!of!the!virtue(s)!associated!with!those!practices.!An!example!in!the!present!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18!Cahill,!“Catholic!Feminists!and!Traditions.”!The!other!two!strands!are!neoNAugustinian,!which!promotes!a!view!of!Church!as!counterNcultural!amid!the!sin!of!the!world,!and!Junian,!a!multivalent!strand!embodying!the!prophetic!views!of!feminists!from!Africa,!Asia!and!Latin!America.!19!Although!I!immediately!think!of!Aristotle’s!virtue!of!magnificence,!which!is!acquired!and!demonstrated!through!making!large!gifts.!A!good!case!could!be!made!that!this!virtue!as!Aristotle!understands!it!is!not!possible!for!the!poor.!!!
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work!is!the!argument!that!poverty!impedes!the!pursuit!of!selfNcare,!since!acts!of!selfNcare!often!demand!resources!of!money!and!time.20!!!Another!way!life!circumstances!function!as!moral!luck!is!by!affecting!selfNregard,!integrating!societal!biases!and!expectations!into!our!own!sense!of!self.!All!human!societies!maintain!beliefs!about!certain!groups!or!types!of!people!and!assign!particular!roles!to!groups!or!types!of!people.!For!individuals!belonging!to!one!or!another!of!these!groups,!this!aspect!of!their!life!circumstance!becomes!a!site!of!moral!luck!where!expectations!about!my!self,!my!potential!and!my!worth!visNàNvis!others!is!formed.!Claudia!Card!explained!this!particularly!well!in!her!work!on!gender!as!moral!luck.21!An!example!from!the!present!work!would!be!the!societal!tendency!to!value!wealthy!people’s!persons!and!opinions!over!those!of!poor!people,!presenting!an!obstacle!for!wealthy!people!in!giving!others!what!is!due!to!them!and!pursuing!the!virtue!of!justice.22!!A!third!way!life!circumstances!function!as!moral!luck!and!affect!the!pursuit!of!virtue!has!to!do!with!the!nature!of!virtue!as!pursued!in!community.!When!we!occupy!different!communities!by!circumstance!or!by!choice,!we!may!find!ourselves!surrounded!by!people!dedicated!to!the!pursuit!of!virtue!and!ready!to!encourage!others!in!doing!it;!people!whose!focus!is!elsewhere!for!whatever!reason;!or!people!who!openly!disdain!virtue!and!pursue!vice.!Thus!life!circumstances!affecting!communities!are!evident!forms!of!moral!luck.!An!example!of!the!role!of!life!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20!See!pp.!245N249.!!21!Card,!“Gender!and!Moral!Luck![1990].”!22!See!pp.!158N168.!
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circumstances!on!community!as!found!in!this!dissertation!is!the!way!poverty!tends!to!encourage!solidarity!among!the!poor,!because!of!their!mutual!need!for!survival.23!!Life!circumstances!that!contribute!to!moral!luck,!such!as!race!and!gender,!have!been!thoughtfully!treated!by!philosophers!who!study!virtue,!but!not!yet!by!theological!ethicists.!Sustained!attention!to!race,!gender,!and!other!life!circumstances!as!moral!luck!in!Christian!virtue!ethics!could!help!put!paid!to!criticisms!of!virtue!ethics!as!an!individualistic!system!to!convey!the!values!of!the!dominant!culture.24!Another!question!that!could!be!explored!is!the!relationship!of!moral!luck!to!heroism.!Do!circumstances!that!can!impede!the!pursuit!of!virtue!encourage!the!development!of!moral!heroes?25!Continued!work!in!this!line!of!inquiry!will!help!us!understand!virtue!ethics!more!fully.!Those!who!do!the!future!work!will!no!doubt!discover!different!ways!that!life!circumstances!can!function!as!moral!luck.!I!offer!these!three!common!features—practices,!selfNunderstanding,!and!community—as!a!first!step!on!the!path.!!
Possible&Solutions&!! Gustavo!Gutiérrez!has!criticized!Christians!for!endorsing!the!idea!that!"it!is!no!use!to!change!social!structures,!if!the!heart!of!man![sic]!is!not!changed.’"!This,!he!said,!“is!a!half!truth!which!ignores!the!fact!that!the!"heart"!of!man!also!changes!when!social!and!cultural!structures!change.”26!More!recently,!Joerg!Rieger!believes!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!23!See!pp.!230N237.!!24!See!e.g.!Miguel!A.!De!La!Torre,!Latina/o&Social&Ethics:&Moving&beyond&Eurocentric&Moral&Thinking,!New!Perspectives!in!Latina/o!Religion!(Waco,!Tex:!Baylor!University!Press,!2010),!28–30.!25!See!Flescher,!Heroes,&Saints&&&Ordinary&Morality.!26!Gutiérrez,!“Faith!As!Freedom:!Solidarity!with!the!Alienated!and!Confidence!in!the!Future,”!35.!
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that!a!sense!of!solidarity!on!the!part!of!the!wealthy!might!increase!in!times!of!economic!downturn:!“Being!increasingly!pushed!to!the!margins,!more!and!more!of!us!are!endowed!with!an!unexpected!potential!to!see!more!clearly.”27!Benedict!XVI,!espousing!a!different!order!of!events,!wrote!that!just!structures!“neither!arise!nor!function!without!a!moral!consensus!in!society!on!fundamental!values,!and!on!the!need!to!live!these!values!with!the!necessary!sacrifices,!even!if!this!goes!against!personal!interest.”28!Either!way,!the!mutual!connection!between!social!structures!and!virtue!is!clear:!virtuous!structures!create!virtuous!people,!and!vice!versa.!!!In!Chapter!1!I!described!the!research!of!epidemiologists!Pickett!and!Wilkinson,!who!found!that!societies!with!greater!inequality!evidenced!higher!rates!of!fear!and!distrust!and!reduced!empathy.!They!believed!this!link!was!not!just!correlative!but!causative,!and!could!work!in!reverse:!a!shift!toward!greater!equality!in!wealthy,!unequal!countries!could!lead!to!a!concomitant!increase!in!empathy!among!their!citizens.29!Their!work!suggests!that!Gutiérrez!and!Rieger!understood!correctly:!changes!that!promote!economic!equality!can!help!remedy!the!pernicious!effects!of!inequality!on!virtue.!!I!will!briefly!detail!some!proposals!for!action!in!the!political!realm!to!help!promote!economic!equality.!I!will!also!offer!theological!responses!to!addressing!the!impact!of!wealth,!poverty!and!inequality!on!virtue,!and!propose!practical!approaches!to!be!taken!within!Christian!communities.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27!Rieger,!No&Rising&Tide,!30–31.!Of!course,!if!Rieger!is!right,!the!troubling!corollary!is!that!we!can!expect!to!see!less!solidarity!from!wealthy!people!in!times!of!economic!recovery.!28!Pope!Benedict!XVI,!“Address!of!His!Holiness!Benedict!XVI!to!the!Fifth!General!Conference!of!the!Bishops!of!Latin!America!and!the!Caribbean,”!May!13,!2007,!http://w2.vatican.va/content/benedictNxvi/en/speeches/2007/may/documents/hf_benNxvi_spe_20070513_conferenceNaparecida.html.!Paragraph!4.!!29!Pickett!and!Wilkinson,!The&Spirit&Level,!231.!
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Practical&Economic&Solutions&&&&!! Economists!and!political!scientists!have!offered!solutions!to!reducing!economic!inequality!within!both!the!global!community!and!individual!nations,!and!addressing!the!labor!market,!health!care,!government!provision!of!support,!and!tax!structures!to!support!these!programs.!!There!is!good!reason!to!think!that!reducing!economic!inequality!by!any!of!these!means!could!help!reduce!the!negative!impact!of!inequality!on!virtue.!Thus,!I!will!briskly!present!these!proposals!for!future!consideration,!without!weighing!their!relative!merits.!!At!the!national!level,!economist!Anthony!Atkinson!suggests!that!in!order!to!reduce!involuntary!unemployment,!governments!should!offer!“guaranteed!public!employment!at!the!minimum!wage!for!those!who!seek!it,”30!providing!meaningful!work!in!fields!such!as!child!care!and!elder!care!where!cuts!in!public!spending!have!reduced!the!availability!of!needed!services.31!To!ensure!that!this!guaranteed!work!helps!lift!people!out!of!poverty,!he!says,!nations!need!a!minimum!wage!set!at!a!living!wage.!They!also!need!a!pay!code,!a!national!voluntary!agreement!to!relate!top!wages!at!institutions!to!bottom!wages!and!to!pay!persons!equally!for!work!of!equal!value!(eliminating!genderNbiased!pay,!for!example.)32!Also!in!the!realm!of!employment,!Wilkinson!and!Pickett!suggest!that!democratic!employeeNownership!of!companies!would!“promote!liberty!and!equality!together”!by!redistributing!the!profits!of!firms!and!encouraging!people!to!engage!in!behaviors!of!mutual!trust.33!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!30!Atkinson,!Inequality:&What&Can&Be&Done?,!140.!Atkinson’s!goal!of!reducing!involuntary!unemployment!contrasts!with!the!U.S.!government’s!stated!goal,!encouraging!maximum!employment!apparently!regardless!of!individual!preference.!31!Ibid.,!145.!32!Ibid.,!147–153.!33!Pickett!and!Wilkinson,!The&Spirit&Level,!250–256.!
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Government!provision!of!services!and!income!is!a!major!theme!in!proposals!to!reduce!inequality.!Health!care!costs!are!a!major!factor!to!keeping!people!in!poverty!in!contexts!as!diverse!as!India!and!the!U.S.,!so!political!scientist!Anirudh!Krishna!recommends!societies!work!to!provide!health!care!to!their!members.34!Atkinson!reports!that!no!wealthy!nation!has!been!able!to!reduce!inequality!without!considerable!social!spending.35!He!supports!a!cash!Child!Benefit!to!all!families!in!order!to!lift!children!out!of!poverty.!MeansNtesting!is!stigmatizing!and!inefficient,!but!allowing!the!benefit!to!be!taxed!progressively!as!a!part!of!family!income!would!help!in!reducing!inequality.36!!Philosopher!and!political!economist!Philippe!van!Parijs!is!a!leading!advocate!for!another!proposal!that!could!greatly!reduce!both!raw!economic!inequality!and!its!harms!to!persons.!37!Universal!basic!income!or!guaranteed!minimum!income!would!provide!a!cash!income!to!every!adult!(and!sometimes!to!every!child)!regardless!of!income!and!without!means!testing.!Basic!income!is!usually!understood!to!provide!a!survival!income;!one!advocate!has!proposed!$1,000!a!month!in!the!U.S.38!Atkinson!supports!a!similar!proposal,!a!“participation!income”!for!every!adult!who!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!34!Krishna,!One&Illness&Away,!157–159.!35!Atkinson,!Inequality:&What&Can&Be&Done?,!205.!36!Ibid.,!206–218.!37!Philippe!Van!Parijs,!“Basic!Income!Capitalism,”!Ethics!102,!no.!3!(April!1,!1992):!465–84;!Philippe!Van!Parijs,!“A!Basic!Income!for!All,”!Boston&Review,!November!2000,!http://new.bostonreview.net/BR25.5/vanparijs.html;!Philippe!Van!Parijs,!“The!Universal!Basic!Income,”!Politics&&&Society!41(2)!(2013):!171–82.!38!Scott!Santens,!“Universal!Basic!Income!as!the!Social!Vaccine!of!the!21st!Century,”!Medium,!February!5,!2015,!https://medium.com/basicNincome/universalNbasicNincomeNasNtheNsocialNvaccineNofNtheN21stNcenturyNd66dff39073.!
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participates!on!society!in!a!productive!way—by!working,!studying,!jobNsearching,!caring!for!children!or!sick!family!members,!or!volunteering.39!!Wealth!inequality!is!another!important!component!of!economic!inequality!that!basic!income!alone!may!not!be!adequate!to!address.!Atkinson!generally!agrees!with!Piketty’s!conclusions!about!the!formula!r&>&g,!that!the!rate!of!return!on!investments!outpaces!economic!growth!over!time,!increasing!inequality.!However,!Atkinson!notes!that!smaller!investors!can!usually!only!access!lower!rates!of!return,!another!contributing!factor!to!inequality.!To!promote!equality,!he!says!governments!should!offer!savings!bonds!with!guaranteed!returns!indexed!to!inflation,!capping!the!amount!that!individuals!can!invest.40!In!order!to!make!sure!that!everyone!has!some!capital!to!save!and!invest,!Atkinson!adopts!a!proposal!dating!back!at!least!to!philosopher!Thomas!Paine!(1737N1809),!of!a!universal!minimum!inheritance!paid!to!all!members!of!society!when!they!reach!adulthood.41!!Atkinson!urges!progressive!tax!structures!with!the!highest!incomes!taxed!at!65!percent!and!an!earned!income!discount!for!the!lowest!earners;!minimizing!the!use!of!tax!reductions!as!business!incentives;!a!progressive!tax!on!inheritances!based!on!the!amount!an!individual!receives!over!her!lifetime,!which!could!encourage!the!spread!of!wealth!across!inheritors;!and!a!progressive!property!tax.42!Piketty!agrees!with!progressive!taxation!within!nations!and!believes!that!poorer!workers!within!wealthy!nations!should!be!taxed!especially!lightly,!because!their!economic!position!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!39!Atkinson,!Inequality:&What&Can&Be&Done?,!218–223.!40!Ibid.,!160–169.!41!Ibid.,!169–172.!42!Ibid.,!179–200.!
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is!harmed!by!globalization!while!their!wealthy!compatriots!are!the!ones!who!benefit!from!it!the!most.43!!!Perhaps!one!of!the!bestNknown!economic!proposals!for!addressing!inequality!is!Thomas!Piketty’s!call,!in!Capital&in&the&21st&Century,!for!a!global!tax!on!capital.!This,!he!says,!would!help!slow!the!rate!of!gains!on!investment!compared!to!economic!growth,!and,!equally!importantly,!create!transparency!around!global!wealth!accumulation!where!none!currently!exists.!Piketty!argues!that!the!contemporary!financial!system!is!not!capable!of!accurately!reporting!wealth!capture!due!to!investments,!or!of!preventing!wealthy!individuals!from!hiding!the!extent!of!their!true!assets!from!government!(which!Piketty!denounces!as!“theft”!from!the!common!good).44!In!his!view,!a!modest!tax!on!capital!of!no!more!than!a!few!percent!“would!promote!the!general!interest!over!private!interest!while!preserving!economic!openness!and!the!forces!of!competition.”45!Such!a!tax!could!generate!significant!income!for!governments!and!provide!transparency!without!confiscating!all!the!returns!on!capital,!leaving!the!incentive!to!invest!in!new!projects!intact.46!Poorer!countries,!including!many!in!Africa,!where!corruption!does!significant!damage!especially!stand!to!gain!from!increased!global!transparency.47!Atkinson!agrees!that!this!proposal!is!potentially!feasible,!and!suggests!offering!individuals!the!status!of!“global!taxpayer”!to!enter!into!a!global!tax!regime!and!opt!out!of!national!and!local!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!43!Piketty,!Capital&in&the&Twenty4First&Century,!497.!44!Ibid.,!522.!45!Ibid.,!471.!46!Ibid.,!528.!47!Ibid.,!539.!The!preceding!paragraph!is!largely!taken!from!my!blog!post,!Kate!Ward,!“Capital!in!the!21st!Century!2/2:!Piketty!and!CST,”!Political&Theology&Today,!August!18,!2014,!http://www.politicaltheology.com/blog/capitalNinNtheNtwentyNfirstNcenturyN22NpikettyNandNcstNkateNward/.!
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tax!laws.48!To!reduce!inequality!between!nations,!Atkinson!further!proposes!that!wealthy!nations!devote!one!percent!of!their!Gross!National!Income!to!international!aid,!a!percentage!that!could!significantly!promote!the!quality!of!life!abroad!without!reducing!quality!of!life!in!the!donor!nation.49!!Amid!increasing!public!concern!with!economic!inequality,!some!of!the!leading!economists!of!our!time!have!applied!their!skills!to!offer!concrete,!practically!feasible!proposals!for!reducing!economic!inequality.!It!is!up!to!the!citizens!of!each!nation!to!make!sure!that!reducing!economic!inequality!becomes!and!remains!politically!feasible!as!well.!From!a!virtue!perspective,!any!proposal!that!successfully!reduces!economic!inequality!has!the!potential!to!improve!virtue!by!fostering!trust!and!encounter!and!by!reducing!the!disparate!valuing!of!rich!and!poor!persons!that!can!be!so!detrimental!to!the!selfNregard!of!both.!!
Theological&Solutions&&!! This!section!will!focus!on!theological!approaches!with!potential!for!addressing!the!impact!of!inequality!on!virtue.!The!next!section!will!make!practical!suggestions!for!how!members!of!the!Christian!community!can!carry!them!out!in!practice.!Many,!though!not!all,!of!these!recommendations!are!aimed!at!the!wealthy,!whom!I!expect!to!be!the!primary!readers!of!this!work.!Theological!tactics!for!addressing!the!impact!of!inequality!on!virtue!include!encounter,!conversion,!satisfaction!with!contentment,!and!renewal!of!dependence!on!God.!!
Encounter&!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!48!Gary!A.!Anderson,!Charity:&The&Place&of&the&Poor&in&the&Biblical&Tradition!(Yale!University!Press,!2013),!202–204.!49!Atkinson,!Inequality:&What&Can&Be&Done?,!236.!
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! One!of!the!primary!ways!wealth!and!poverty!serve!as!moral!luck!is!by!affecting!the!communities!where!persons!pursue!virtue.!As!we!discussed,!inequality!exacerbates!this!by!encouraging!wealth!segregation.!SelfNregard!is!affected!for!wealthy!and!poor!people!alike!by!persistent!cultural!messaging!that!only!wealthy!people!deserve!treatment!with!full!human!dignity.!As!a!solution!to!all!these!problems!and!more,!theologians!have!frequently!proposed!a!praxis!of!encounter.!!Pope!Francis!had!made!the!call!to!encounter!a!theme!of!his!papacy!and!lays!it!out!clearly!in!his!apostolic!exhortation!Evangelii&Gaudium.!Whether!it!is!the!encounter!with!Jesus!or!with!the!neighbor!in!need,!encounter!describes!a!relationship!where!genuine!self!meets!genuine!self,!a!relationship!that!changes!the!person!and!her!life.!Francis’!understanding!of!encounter!reflects!the!virtue!James!Keenan!has!called!Jesuit!hospitality,!hospitality!that!is!practiced!out!on!the!road,!“journeying!towards!those!for!whom!nobody!is!caring.”50!Phrases!like!“going!forth,”!“going!out!of!ourselves”!are!repeated!over!and!over!in!EG,!with!Augustine’s!understanding!of!sin!as!being!incurvatus&in&se!clearly!behind!the!language.!! Francis’!view!of!encounter!is!clearly!based!on!the!work!of!liberation!theologians,!of!which!a!few!examples!will!suffice.!Gustavo!Gutiérrez!reminds!us!that!the!Christian!call!to!love!one’s!neighbor!should!not!apply!merely!to!“the!person!I!meet!on!my&road.”!Rather,!Christians!need!to!view!our!neighbor!as!“the!"distant"!person!to!whom!I!draw!near![…]!the!one!whom!I!go!out!to!seek!in!the!streets!and!market!places,!in!the!factories!and!marginal!neighborhoods,!in!the!farms!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!50!James!F.!Keenan,!“Jesuit!Hospitality?,”!in!Promise&Renewed:&Jesuit&Higher&Education&for&a&New&
Millennium,!ed.!Martin!R!Tripole!(Chicago:!Jesuit!Way,!1999),!237.!
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mines.”51!!This!passage!reminds!us!of!how!economic!segregation!is!a!symptom!of!inequality!with!particularly!fatal!potential!for!virtue!formation.!Gutiérrez’s!solution!is!one!frequently!evoked!by!Pope!Francis:!going!out,!drawing!near!to!the!distant!one.! Daily!contacts!between!the!rich!and!the!poor!do,!of!course,!take!place!in!today’s!unequal!societies.!Often,!they!take!place!around!the!retail!cash!register.!Obviously,!this!is!not!true!encounter!in!the!sense!Francis!has!in!mind.!(Is!it!a!coincidence!that!with!rising!inequality!we!see!an!emphasis!on!“emotional!labor”!in!the!retail!context,!as!the!employer!expects!to!control!not!just!the!bodies!and!schedules!of!retail!employees,!but!their!emotional!affect!as!well?52)!Encounter!takes!place!when!we!recognize!the!humanity!of!the!other!and!allow!our!view!of!self!and!our!view!of!truth!to!be!changed.!As!Jon!Sobrino!notes,!when!wealthy!people!encounter!poor!people,!their!theological!questions!are!changed!to!“Are!we!really!human!and!if!we!are!believers,!is!our!faith!human?”53!
Conversion&! Both!wealth!and!poverty!affect!selfNregard!with!implications!for!virtue.!Cultural!understandings!of!wealthy!people!as!worthy!of!full!human!dignity,!and!poor!people!as!beneath!human!dignity,!become!internalized!and!affect!the!way!persons!see!themselves!and!the!world.!This!reality!demands!what!Bernard!Lonergan!calls!the!process!of!intellectual!conversion,!asking!all!the!possible!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!51!Gutiérrez,!“Faith!As!Freedom:!Solidarity!with!the!Alienated!and!Confidence!in!the!Future,”!32.!52!Timothy!Noah,!“Labor!of!Love:!The!Enforced!Happiness!of!Pret!A!Manger,”!New&Republic,!February!1,!2013,!https://newrepublic.com/article/112204/pretNmangerNwhenNcorporationsNenforceNhappiness.!53!Sobrino,!“Awakening!from!the!Sleep!of!Inhumanity,”!365.!
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questions!to!gain!correct!understanding,!expanding!our!horizon!beyond!what!we!think!we!know.54!!Michael!Amaladoss!illustrates!how!joining!in!the!struggle!of!the!poor!for!liberation!can!be!an!experience!of!conversion!for!the!wealthy:!“When!one!reads!the!parable!of!the!Good!Samaritan,!for!example,!one!normally!thinks!of!the!Samaritan.!But!one!could!also!stop!to!think!about!the!thieves:!Why!are!there!thieves?!How!can!we!have!a!world!where!thieving!will!not!be!necessary?”55!Jon!Sobrino!illustrates!the!need!for!conversion,!suggesting!that!wellNoff!people!are!deliberate!in!their!ignorance!of!poverty:!!The!world!of!poverty!truly!is!the!great!unknown.![…]!It!isn't!that!we!simply!do!not!know;!we!do!not!want&to!know!because,!at!least!subconsciously,!we!sense!that!we!have!all!had!something!to!do!with!bringing!about!such!a!crucified!world.!And!as!usually!happens!where!scandal!is!involved,!we!have!organized!a!vast!coverNup!before!which!the!scandals!of!Watergate,!Irangate!or!Iraqgate!pale!in!comparison.56!!Sobrino’s!analysis!certainly!fits!into!Lonergan’s!description!of!bias—deliberate!exclusion!of!information!that!we!should!have!known—that!calls!for!conversion!to!expand!what!we!know!and!can!see.57!!Conversion!can!take!place!even!without!encounter.!Wealthy!people!have!created!ways!to!encourage!their!fellow!wealthy!people!to!conversion!around!issues!of!wealth,!poverty!and!inequality.!David!Cloutier!writes!about!a!practical!process!to!encourage!intellectual!conversion!among!wealthy!Christians!(in!my!definition!of!wealthy).!In!a!parishNbased!program!called!Lazarus!at!the!Gate,!families!meet!to!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!54!Michele!Saracino,!Christian&Anthropology:&An&Introduction&to&the&Human&Person!(New!York:!Paulist!Press,!2015),!163–4.!!!55!Amaladoss,!Life&in&Freedom,!17.!56!Sobrino,!“Awakening!from!the!Sleep!of!Inhumanity,”!366–7.!57!Copeland,!Enfleshing&Freedom,!13.!
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learn!about!socioeconomic!problems!in!a!context!of!frank!discussion!about!how!they!use!their!own!wealth,!even!sharing!family!budgets.58!A!secular!organization,!Giving!What!We!Can,!encourages!similar!frankness!around!wealth!by!sharing!information!about!effective!charities!and!encouraging!donors!to!publicly!commit!to!giving!a!certain!percentage!of!their!income!and!to!recruit!friends!to!do!the!same.59!The!activist!group!Resource!Generation,!which!focuses!on!very!wealthy!young!people,!has!a!similar!mission.60!While!these!groups!of!relatively!wealthy!people!do!not!necessarily!practice!encounter!with!the!poor,!any!practice!that!encourages!discussion!of!how!wealth!is!used,!countering!the!powerful!taboos!of!that!conversation!in!U.S.!culture,!has!the!power!to!encourage!the!kind!of!challenge!to!bias!Lonergan!calls!conversion.!!
Satisfaction&with&contentment&!! Lúcás&Chan!has!proposed!a!particular!virtue!with!potential!to!help!the!wealthy!resist!their!hyperagency:!the!virtue!of!satisfaction!with!contentment,!which!Chan!says!is!called!for!by!the!tenth!commandment,!which!prohibits!coveting.!Modern!culture!with!its!barrage!of!advertising!stimulating!our!desires!to!consume!inhibits!contentment.61!On!the!personal!level,!we!can!practice!the!virtue!of!satisfaction!with!contentment!by!adjusting!our!desires;!by!emulating!those!in!voluntary!poverty,!such!as!Jesus!and!contemporary!vowed!religious;!and!in!meditation!and!prayer.62!Importantly,!Chan!notes!that!the!virtue!of!satisfaction!with!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!58!Cloutier,!The&Vice&of&Luxury,!19.!59!“Giving!What!We!Can:!About!Us,”!accessed!February!29,!2016,!https://www.givingwhatwecan.org/aboutNus/.!60!“Resource!Generation!|!Mission,!Vision,!Values.”!61!Chan,!Ten&Commandments,!135–136.!62!Ibid.,!137–138.!
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contentment!does!not!relate!only!to!personal!practice,!but!can!be!used!to!evaluate!society!as!a!whole.!Seeking!the!virtue!of!contentment!at!a!society!level!demands!criticizing!materialist!cultural!aspects!of!society,!ending!exploitative!practices!in!the!economy,!and!abandoning!the!culturally!sanctioned!individualism!that!teaches!contempt!for!the!poor.63!Since!the!vice!of!coveting!so!often!leads!to!practices!that!exploit!the!poor!and!workers,!its!opposite,!the!virtue!of!contentment,!“challenges!the!rich!and!society!itself!to!restore!and!respect!the!value!and!dignity!of!human!beings.”64!In!light!of!inequality’s!impact!on!virtue,!wealthy!Christians!should!pursue!satisfaction!with!contentment!as!a!metavirtue!to!help!in!the!pursuit!of!many!others.!!
Dependence&on&God&
&& In!response!to!the!problem!of!hyperagency,!I!suggest!that!wealthy!Christians!retrieve!an!awareness!of!radical!dependence!on!God.!Theologies!of!liberation!that!retrieve!an!awareness!of!God!as!poor!and!the!poor!as!imago&Dei!are!already!powerful!exemplars!of!helping!the!poor!regain!the!selfNregard!they!are!often!denied.!!Emulating!this,!we!need!to!think!about!developing!contextual!theologies!for!the!rich!that!help!counter!the!pernicious!effects!of!wealth!on!virtue.!I!have!refrained!from!addressing!the!connections!between!virtue!and!salvation!in!this!work,!but!Calvin’s!doctrine!of!particular!salvation!with!predestination!is!powerful!in!its!refusal!to!allow!Christians!to!place!their!trust!in!anything!but!God.!Jean!Porter!has!argued!that!Aquinas’!view!of!predestination!should!inspire!us!to!humility!in!contemplating!our!own!radical!dependence.65!Reinhold!Niebuhr’s!deep!skepticism!of!groups!and!their!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!63!Ibid.,!139.!64!Ibid.!65!Porter,!“Recent!Studies!in!Aquinas’!Virtue!Ethic:!A!Review!Essay,”!213–214.!
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power!also!holds!considerable!promise!as!a!contextual!theology!to!help!wealthy!Christians!grapple!with!the!impact!of!their!wealth!on!their!pursuit!of!virtue.!!Again,!Lúcás!Chan’s!work!on!the!Beatitudes!is!helpful!in!working!toward!a!contextual!theology!for!the!rich.!Chan!retrieves!the!Biblical!ideal!of!the!poor!in!spirit!for!a!spirituality!that!can!bring!rich!and!poor!together!to!work!against!inequality.!“The!‘poor!in!spirit’!trust!in!God!for!their!work!to!change!the!infrastructure!that!leads!to!a!culture!of!domination/oppression,”!he!writes.!“Behind!all!of!this!is!the!humble!insight!that!the!‘poor!in!spirit’!are!unable!to!change!anything!without!God’s!grace.”66!Here!is!a!retrieval!of!“poor!in!spirit”!that!avoids!the!spiritualized!view!of!wealth!that!asks!only!whether!wealthy!people!have!the!right!attitude!to!their!wealth,!not!whether!they!actually!do!any!work!for!justice.!For!Chan,!wealthy!people!who!are!“poor!in!spirit”!do!not!see!their!“poverty”!as!a!getNintoNtheNKingdomNfree!card,!but!as!something!that!means!their!interests!are!one!with!those!who!are!materially!poor.!!! I!have!proposed!encounter,!conversion,!satisfaction!with!contentment,!and!radical!dependence!on!God!as!Christian!theological!resources!for!approaching!the!impact!of!wealth,!poverty!and!inequality!on!virtue.!My!recommendations!are!mostly!aimed!at!the!wealthy,!who!I!expect!to!be!the!primary!readers!of!this!text.!Now!I!will!suggest!more!concrete!practices!through!which!Christians!can!live!out!those!theological!responses.!!
Practices&for&the&Christian&Community&&!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!66!Chan,!Ten&Commandments,!166–7.!
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! It!is!not!enough!to!simply!suggest!theological!approaches!to!construing!a!problem.!Christian!theology!can!and!should!make!distinctive!contributions!to!a!virtue!ethic!for!wealth,!poverty!and!inequality!by!suggesting!particular!virtuous!practices.!Since!I!expect!most!readers!of!this!work!to!be!members!of!the!group!I!call!the!rich,!those!who!have!more!than!they!need,!most!of!my!recommendations!will!be!aimed!at!them.!Practical!approaches!to!remedying!inequality!that!Christian!communities!should!use!include!acting!in!the!political!sphere!for!change;!a!renewed!look!at!tithing!and!aid;!and!fostering!encounter!in!parishes!and!education!settings.!!
Political&Action&! Although!concern!about!inequality!per!se!has!only!recently!gained!prominence!in!Christian!ethics,!it!has!ample!basis!in!Christian!tradition.!Aquinas!taught!that!goods!have!a!universal!destination:!“whatever!particular!goods!are!procured!by!man’s!agency—whether!wealth,!profits,!health,!eloquence,!or!learning—are!ordained!to!the!good!life!of!the!multitude.”67!And!although!Aquinas!was!no!democrat—he!argues!that!the!most!perfect!form!of!government!is!rule!by!a!virtuous!king—he!denounced!as!“oligarchy”!a!power!structure!where!a!few!are!able!to!oppress!others!by!means!of!their!wealth.68!Aquinas!insists!that!the!end!of!human!society!is!to!live!virtuously,!not!to!acquire!wealth,!so!that!the!most!important!role!of!rulers!is!to!help!all!members!of!society!achieve!virtue.69!Christians!can!keep!this!in!mind!as!they!act!in!the!political!realm!to!reduce!the!dominance!of!the!wealthy!over!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!67!Aquinas,!“On!Kingship,”!114.!68!Ibid.,!11.!69!Ibid.,!106.!
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political!life!and!to!create!a!more!equitable!society!which!will!remove!some!of!the!obstacles!wealth!and!poverty!can!create!to!the!pursuit!of!virtue.!!We!have!already!discussed!Pope!Francis’!call!to!encounter,!which,!in!statements!like!“it!is!essential!to!draw!near!to!new!forms!of!poverty!and!vulnerability,”!70!appears!addressed!to!people!who!have!some!degree!of!power!within!global!inequality,!those!I!have!called!“rich”!in!this!dissertation.!It!should!be!clear!how!crucial!it!is!for!people!who!have!more!than!they!need!to!go!out!to!those!who!struggle!for!what!they!need,!not!only!to!help!them,!but!so!each!person!can!be!formed!by!the!encounter.!I!also!want!to!note!that!it!may!be!necessary!to!pursue!the!virtue!of!Jesuit!hospitality!in!“going!out”!to!those!wealthy!few!who!wield!disproportionate!power!in!our!unequal!economy.!Some!of!the!people!I’ve!called!rich!in!this!dissertation,!but!who!might!prefer!to!selfNdefine!as!middleNclass,!may!be!in!a!unique!position!to!perform!this!type!of!acts!of!encounter!in!the!service!of!reducing!inequality,!in!the!service!of!the!virtue!of!all.!71!Certainly!action!in!the!political!sphere!can!be!one!way!of!pursuing!encounter!with!the!wealthy!who!retain!power!within!global!inequality.!!
Rethinking&Tithing&And&Aid&&! In!the!recent!revival!of!virtue!ethics,!Julie!Hanlon!Rubio!has!offered!very!helpful!and!specific!contributions!for!using!our!wealth!to!promote!our!virtue.!Rubio!examines!spending!within!the!context!of!the!family,!asking!how!parents!can!form!their!children!in!virtuous!practice!with!respect!to!money.!She!concludes!that!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!70!Pope!Francis,!“Evangelii!Gaudium,”!210.!71!The!preceding!comments!were!based!on!my!presentation!!“A!Journey!to!the!Wilderness!at!the!Margins:!Jesuit!Hospitality!in!Response!to!Inequality”!(College!Theology!Society!Annual!Meeting,!Portland,!OR,!May!29,!2015).!
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families!should!tithe!an!amount!that!will!be!felt!in!the!family!living!standard,!even!though!this!will!be!experienced!as!difficult,!in!order!to!train!all!the!members!of!the!family!in!the!virtue!of!temperance.72!Rubio!recognizes!that!Christians!should!look!at!aid!given!to!the!poor!in!two!ways:!its!usefulness!to!the!one!who!needs!it,!and!the!effect!of!giving!on!the!one!who!gives.!!In!light!of!wealthy!hyperagency,!Christians!need!to!look!at!aid!with!Rubio’s!dual!perspective,!which!amply!challenges!conventional!wisdom!about!relationships!between!the!wealthy!and!the!poor.!For!much!of!modern!history,!it!has!been!viewed!as!perfectly!acceptable!for!aid!from!the!wealthy!to!the!poor!to!come!completely!on!the!terms!of!the!wealthy,!according!to!what!they!believed!the!poor!needed,!and!through!methods!that!helped!wealthy!people!feel!good!about!themselves.73!A!recent!movement!to!change!this—to!provide!aid!to!the!poor!based!on!research!into!where!a!dollar!can!alleviate!the!most!suffering,!rather!than!based!on!what!the!wealthy!would!like!to!do—is!viewed!as!so!novel!that!it!has!its!own!name:!“effective!altruism.”74!Yet!both!of!these!approaches!to!giving!reinscribe!wealthy!hyperagency.!They!both!assume!that!the!wealthy!donor!will!choose!what!to!do!with!her!economic!power;!effective!altruism!simply!aims!to!encourage!her!to!choose!based!on!social!science,!rather!than!her!own!whims.!Approaches!to!aid!couched!in!market!transactions,!such!as!“fair!trade,”!also!reinscribe!hyperagency!for!the!wealthy!in!that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!72!Rubio,!Family&Ethics.!Chapter!Seven.!!73!Pimpare,!A&People’s&History&of&Poverty&in&America.!74!Peter!Singer,!“The!Logic!of!Effective!Altruism,”!Boston&Review,!July!6,!2015,!https://bostonreview.net/forum/peterNsingerNlogicNeffectiveNaltruism;!Abhijit!V!Banerjee!and!Esther!Duflo,!Poor&Economics:&A&Radical&Rethinking&of&the&Way&to&Fight&Global&Poverty!(New!York:!PublicAffairs,!2011).!
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they!encourage!practices!of!consumer!choice.!!What!would!practices!wherein!wealthy!people!voluntarily!give!up!power!and!choice!look!like?!!We!can!envision!approaches!to!aid!that!both!prioritize!effective!assistance!to!those!in!need!and!resist!encouraging!the!wealthy!to!exercise!their!hyperagency.!!Needed!are!approaches!to!social!change!that!truly!place!the!wealthy!at!the!disposal!of!the!poor.!For!example,!donors!should!fund!community!organizations!where!all!the!decisionNmakers!are!poor!or!otherwise!marginalized,!even!if!those!organizations!are!not!taxNexempt!501(c)3s.75!Such!acts!of!concrete!solidarity!can!inculcate!virtue!against!hyperagency!and!also!provide!opportunities!for!true!encounter.!Remember!that!a!key!criterion!of!encounter!is!that!it!changes!us;!it!does!not!allow!us!to!maintain!our!previous!perspective.!!!
Sites&of&Encounter&! Christian!communities!should!engage!in!concrete!practices!to!foster!encounter.!Drawing!on!Dalit!liberation!theology,!Michael!Amaladoss!makes!suggestions!for!Christian!response!to!caste!and!economic!inequality,!both!within!Christian!communities!and!in!the!broader!society.!He!urges!Christians!to!promote!“interNdining!and!intermarrying,”!bringing!inclusion!to!cultural!sites!of!caste!discrimination.76!! The!Eucharist!should!be!a!site!of!interNdining,!but!given!the!tendency!of!wealth!to!segregate!itself,!it!often!is!not.!In!the!context!of!the!racial!selfNsegregation!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!75!This!is!the!approach!encouraged!by!Resource!Generation,!the!group!that!organizes!wealthy!young!people!to!combat!inequality.!See!“Resource!Generation!|!Guidance!for!Giving!to!BlackNLed!Organizing!for!Black!Liberation,”!accessed!February!29,!2016,!http://resourcegeneration.org/whatNweNdo/supportingNblackNledNblackNliberation/guidanceNforNgivingNtoNblackNledNorganizingNforNblackNliberationN2/.!76!Amaladoss,!Life&in&Freedom,!30–31.!
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of!white!U.S.!people,!Katie!Grimes!has!suggested!dioceses!organize!parish!Masses!so!that!white!Catholics!will!have!to!travel!to!parishes!where!black!Catholics!predominate!in!order!to!participate!in!Eucharist.!77!This!suggestion!of!deliberate,!challenging!integration!has!promise!as!a!tool!against!economic!inequality!as!well.!!As!Grimes’!insight!about!parish!segregation!shows,!Catholic!institutions!are!not,!by!themselves,!sites!of!encounter!and!resistance!to!inequality.!Jacquineau!Azetsop!notes!that!due!to!the!cost!of!education!and!health!care!in!Africa,!“the!mission!schools!or!hospitals!built!for!the!neediest!become!accessible!only!to!the!upper!class.!Sons!and!daughters!of!those!who!have!destroyed!the!education,!health!care,!economy,!and!social!services!are!often!the!first!beneficiary!of!Catholic!education.”78!For!U.S.!Catholics!too,!our!hospitals,!colleges,!and!universities!are!complicit!in!economic!inequality.79!Universities!court!wealthy!donors!and!enroll!wealthy!students.!One!way!Catholic!universities!can!serve!the!virtue!of!their!wealthy!constituent!base!is!to!educate!them!around!the!impact!of!wealth!on!the!virtues.!However,!if!their!donors!take!hyperagency!seriously,!they!will!contribute!their!dollars!to!community!organizations!led!by!the!poor,!not!to!put!their!name!on!a!new!university!athletic!center.!There!is!much!more!institutions!of!Catholic!higher!education!can!do!to!foster!a!culture!of!encounter!between!rich!and!poor.!Catholic!colleges!love!their!mission!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!77!Katie!Grimes,!“‘Christ!Divided:’!White!Supremacy!as!Corporate!Vice!in!the!Body!of!Christ”!(Diss.,!Boston!College,!2014).!78!Jacquineau!Azetsop,!Structural&Violence,&Population&Health&and&Health&Equity!(VDM!Publishing,!2010),!283–4.!79!Carlson,!“Poor!Kids,!Limited!Horizons”;!Beckie!Supiano,!“College!and!Class:!2!Researchers!Study!Inequality,!Starting!With!One!Freshman!Floor,”!The&Chronicle&of&Higher&Education,!April!1,!2013,!sec.!Students,!http://chronicle.com/article/CollegeClass/138223/;!James!F.!Keenan,!University&Ethics:&
How&Colleges&Can&Build&and&Benefit&From&a&Culture&of&Ethics!(Lanham ;!Boulder ;!New!York ;!London:!Rowman!&!Littlefield,!2015).!
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trips.!I!propose!that!all!mission!trips!designed!to!expose!students!to!poverty!should!introduce!students!to!the!poor!from!whose!poverty!they!themselves!benefit,!be!it!maquiladora!workers!in!Mexico’s!Apple!factories!or,!perhaps!better!yet,!the!U.S.!working!poor!who!staff!the!coffee!shops!and!retail!palaces!of!student!leisure!time.!In!addition,!Catholic!institutions!of!higher!education!should!organize!sites!of!encounter!for!employees!of!all!income!levels—janitorial,!food!service,!and!adjunct!workers!talking!(and!ideally!eating)!with!tenured!faculty!and!administrators.!This!is!a!good!way!for!Mission!and!Ministry!departments!to!make!their!theological!charisms!visible!and!relevant!to!university!staff.!!Catholic!social!institutions!such!as!parishes!and!universities!may!be!complicit!in!economic!inequality,!but!there!is!much!they!can!do!to!resist!it.!We!can!rethink!tithing!and!aid!to!consider!both!the!need!of!the!donee!and!the!virtue!of!the!donor,!encouraging!wealthy!Christians!(and!people!of!other!or!no!faith)!to!choose!giving!practices!that!resist!hyperagency.!We!can!take!political!action!together!against!economic!inequality.!And!in!a!thousand!creative,!challenging!ways,!we!can!pursue!encounter!in!our!parishes!and!universities.!!
Conclusion&
&&&! In!this!chapter,!I!revisited!the!previous!work!on!how!wealth!and!poverty!affect!virtue!to!show!that!inequality!exacerbates!both!of!those!forms!of!moral!luck.!Wealth!and!poverty!function!as!moral!luck!when!they!affect!practices,!the!selfNregard!of!persons,!and!communities.!I!suggested!that!future!theological!ethical!work!on!moral!luck!take!these!common!features!into!account.!There!is!good!reason!to!think!that!reducing!economic!inequality!would!likewise!reduce!the!pernicious!
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effects!of!inequality!on!virtue.!To!that!end,!I!briefly!described!several!economic!proposals!for!doing!that.!I!concluded!by!presenting!four!theological!approaches!to!the!impact!of!economic!inequality!on!virtue:!encounter,!conversion,!satisfaction!with!contentment,!and!dependence!on!God.!And!I!offered!practical!proposals!that!Christian!communities!should!pursue!to!resist!the!impact!of!economic!inequality!on!virtue!in!everyday!life.!! !!!
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